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How to create a badge without overlocked edge! 

There are three key things to consider when you are making a badge. 

1. It must have a satin running stitch as a border, wider is better than narrow. 
2. Keep border and shape of patch smooth for easier cutting. 
3. Select a Patch Material that will be your background colou  r – This Keeps your stitch count 

down! 

Things you need  

1. Tajima Pre backed Badge Fabric. 
2. Tajima Iron On Glue Product Code : BADGEIO 
3. A heat knife for cutting. 
4. Glass to cut badge out on ( example: Picture Frame ) 

Frame up your Fabric 

Step 1- Take your Tajima Badge fabric and hoop the Fabric/Material .For larger jobs frame up with 
your boarder Frame. There is no need for extra backing as your Tajima Badge fabric already has a 
nice heavy stabiliser (ready to go on it). 

Sew out your design. 

Step 2. Sew out your design / badge. ALWAYS sew out more than what you need for mistakes. 

Step 3. Un-hoop and trim off excess Badge Material, keeping all patches together if sewn out as a 
group. 

Step 4.Place heat seal Glue on the back side of the badge * Leave paper on glue and have it facing 
up, so the glue doesn’t stick to the press or iron! 

3. Proceed to press the glue onto the back side of the badge. If using heat-press, use 320-330 
degrees for 10-12 seconds, then turn Badge over and press from the back-side for 15-20 seconds 
more. If using a hand iron, use setting between Wool and Cotton, no steam !  

Step 4.  Roughly cut out the patches with a pair of Scissors, leaving 2-3cm of material surrounding 
satin stitch border. 

Step 5. Heat up Hot Knife with Universal Tip for 10-15 minutes – use safety stand. 

Cut out individual patch/badge with Hot Knife... 

Step 6. - Place individual patch face-up on smooth GLASS surface, begin running hot Universal Tip 
along edge of patch directly next to satin stitch. Remember to use a nice even amount of pressure 
while cutting and also speed to ensure a nice even cut. 

* Helpful hint is to heat patch/badge briefly on top-side of garment for proper placement then to 
turn garment inside-out and apply heat to back-side of patch so heat is directly applied to HeatSEAL 
side of patch/badge. Proceed to press the glue onto the back side of the badge.If using heat-press, 
use 320-330 degrees for 10-12 seconds, then turn garment over and press from the back-side for 15-
20 seconds more. If using a hand iron, use setting between Wool and Cotton, no steam. Use same 
dwell times. You’re done! 

Making a Heat Cut Edge Badge


